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ABSTRACT 

Association rules mining is one of data mining techniques to 

extract useful patterns in the framework of the law. The major 

problem of this technique on a database of sensitive 

information is disclosed to the security and privacy risks. One 

of the most effective solutions for maintaining privacy in data 

mining techniques to hide a lot of elements sensitive ( 

sensitive frequent patterns) reserved. In this study, an 

algorithm to hide the sensitive rules based on the rules and 

techniques to support the reduction of turbulence is presented. 

The proposed algorithm is to select the most appropriate 

transaction for changes, consider the degree of overlap 

between their response elements. Critical element in choosing 

transactions to correct the Frequency sensitive elements in the 

sensitive patterns and frequency patterns insensitive response 

elements in the balance. The proposed algorithm with 

algorithms ADSRRC, SIF-IDF and SL-HS dense and non-

dense on four databases are implemented. Since the 

implementation of the proposed method compared with other 

algorithms reduced. Also, the number of missing rules 

changes the rules of the bogus transactions and the proposed 

algorithm is more efficient than other algorithms.  

Key Words— privacy, hiding the sensitive rules, Data 

Mining, secure database. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Data is the heart of the business process, most firms are 

considered, regardless of the type of industry in all small and 

large scale industries such as retail, telecommunications, 

manufacturing, utilities, transportation, insurance, credit cards 

and banking interactions operating systems are formed. In this 

context, data mining knowledge, knowledge is one of dozens 

of extraordinarily rapid expansion in recent years has been in 

the world.  

Frequent patterns, which are patterns in transactional 

databases is greater than a certain threshold occurred. There 

are many different types of patterns, such as patterns of 

abundant elements, patterns and pattern languages abundant 

sequences abundant infrastructure. Common elements of the 

set of elements that form frequently occur together in a 

transaction database.  

For example, customers in a shopping cart review, we can 

know how many items were bought together, and set the 

aforementioned goods as an example for the goods on the 

shelf in a store not is viewed as order. Mining frequent 

patterns lead to the discovery of dependencies between 

components in large datasets can be transactional or 

relationship. 

Attalla [16] first issue of frequent pattern hides and proposed 

an association rule. The authors of this paper are stated 

immunization database to hide the sensitive frequent patterns 

and as well as adverse effects on the primary database and 

insensitive frequent patterns are also minimized. 

Methodologies hide many patterns follow the following 

objectives: 

• The frequency of visual patterns that are sensitive to 

the owner of the database and the minimum support levels 

adhere to the original database shall be the minimum amount 

of support or additional immunization is extracted from the 

database.  

• All frequent patterns which are extracted from the 

original database minimum support, should be the same as or 

greater than the minimum amount of support from the 

extracted immunization database.  

• Models have the following minimum level of 

support cannot be extracted from the original database, not in 

the least amount of support or greater than the base-data 

immunizing be extracted.  

So many patterns to hide the side effects are as follows [17]: 

• Hide failure rate in many patterns: the number of 

frequent patterns, since the process of hiding sensitive, hidden 

and safe-making was extracted from the database. 

• The abundance patterns of missing: the number of 

frequent patterns is insensitive to the process of hiding 

sensitive frequent patterns extracted from a database of safe-

fail. 

• The frequent patterns of idealized: the number of 

frequent patterns suggests that the primary database cannot be 

extracted by mining the database is secure. 

Data mining techniques to extract useful patterns from large 

amounts of data and knowledge implies. One of the most 

frequently used data mining techniques to extract the rules of 

the forum. Data mining techniques, in addition to their 

advantages confidentiality of private information contained in 

the original database into harm's way. To deal with the issue 

of privacy in the data mining techniques on data mining was 

an important issue. Some of privacy in the data mining 

techniques, techniques for hide sensitive association rules and 

frequent patterns is based on reducing the amount of support. 

The main focus of this research is on the algorithms. 

2.  RELATED WORKS 
In this section some of the previous studies on privacy in 

mining frequent patterns and association rules are studied and 

assessed in well. 

In 1999, M. Atallah and colleagues [16] first practical 

algorithm for hiding sensitive association rules from frequent 

patterns by reducing the amount of support manufacturer-
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sensitive rules set by the user is less than the minimum 

amount of support offered. This algorithm reduces the amount 

of support is so sensitive rules to be less than the specified 

minimum support and attention that is to become law. That 

will preserve the privacy of sensitive rules. Solutions such as 

limiting access to the original data, the change in the original 

database and the publication of the proposed sample rather 

than the entire database, they are based on a heuristic 

approach. Heuristic approaches, such algorithms are scalable 

and effective in hide so that a series of transactions to 

selectively alter a database. The main strategy of this 

approach is blocking and turbulent [19]. Heuristic approach 

does not guarantee a global optimal solution, but a solution is 

close to one of the best solutions and gives faster response 

time [18].In this paper, the authors prove that the problem of 

finding the optimal immunization database is NP hardness. 

For evaluation, the algorithm was compared with the 

rotational algorithm of frequent patterns insensitive remaining 

criteria were evaluated. The algorithm is sensitive to input 

frequent patterns are hidden. Algorithm, the model based on 

the amount of support they will be sorted in descending order. 

The first model is sensitive to the selection list, and attempt to 

hide it. The algorithm is sensitive patterns are hidden one at 

that. After finishing each time the algorithm is run, it checks 

the list of sensitive frequent patterns. If you have a sensitive 

pattern hiding removes it from the list. 

In 2001, E. Dasseni and colleagues [20] Tuesday empirical 

algorithm for hiding sensitive association rules based on the 

reduced support and confidence rules, but not both argue that 

every single time a rule, can be hidden. The first algorithm is 

sensitive rules ensure preceded by growing support base until 

they make less than minimum confidence the rules reduce the 

rule as long as safety rules or by less the reduction of support 

at least ahead to make sure. The third algorithm, a sensitive 

rule is supported by the reduced support either the front or the 

result of the reduction rule until the rule is less than the 

minimum support and confidence or support base will make 

less than minimum. In this paper, for simplicity, assume that 

algorithms and methods such as:  

•  hiding sensitive rules should not only be based on 

the support or the confidence of both must be done.  

• At any moment can be a sensitive rule is hidden. No 

more.  

• Each time the algorithm is run, the amount of 

support or the confidence is only one unit can be deducted.  

• Criterion of reducing the values of support and 

confidence, decrease the side effects on the rules is 

insensitive. There is no overlap between sensitive rules 

necessary condition for this algorithm can be considered as a 

flaw. 

In 2001 Saygin, Verykios and Clifton] 21 [first scholar who 

used to hide sensitive association rules instead become an 

unknown quantity to zero and zero to one, were proposed. The 

techniques described in this work for the applications used in 

the amounts of characteristics or confidential or unavailable. 

So instead these values are uncertain, such as to minimize 

adverse effects on rules insensitive. In this work, the authors 

suggested that the first three methods are simple heuristics to 

reduce the amount of support and the other two to reduce the 

safety rules are dependent on the sensitive associative. The 

solution for applications that do not produce erroneous rules 

because of incorrect rules can have harmful results. These 

algorithms are implemented in terms of the total number of 

missing rules and the new rules are generated and compared. 

These algorithms have unrealistic rules and regulations are 

missing. 

In the year 2003, SRM Oliveira and colleagues [22] presented 

an algorithm called SWA that regardless of database size and 

the number of sensitive rules that should be hidden need scan 

once database. The algorithm is based on memory, so it can 

be used on very large databases. For each rule, the method is 

sensitive in revealing a defined threshold. There threshold for 

each sensitive rule, creating a balance between the hiding-

making rules is insensitive sensitive detection rules.  

Here is the database owner must determine sensitive rules. In 

the algorithm, the transaction is characterized by sensitive and 

resistant. The current transaction is one element that is most 

frequent among the patterns is designated as critical elements 

to be considered a victim. Transactions that need to be 

corrected and transaction support specified for each model are 

arranged in ascending order. Transactions to hide the sensitive 

rules are altered. The disadvantage, however, is the failure 

rate in hiding associative rules. 

In 2005, SRM Oliveira and colleagues [23] several methods 

for hiding sensitive rules were introduced simultaneously. 

This algorithm regardless of the number of critical elements, 

the database is scanned twice to apply. In the first scan, to 

increase transaction speed by a sensitive index file will be 

created in the next scan, the primary database for securing 

privacy and hide sensitive rules, paid. Algorithms are 

MinFIA, MaxFIA, IGA and Naive. In this paper cloak failure 

rate criteria, the rules are missing, the pattern and degree of 

dissimilarity were considered unrealistic. Cloak failure rate is 

a measure of not hiding sensitive rules after immunization 

database states. The measure is the percentage of missing 

rules hiding non-sensitive rules (which should be hidden) after 

immunization of database states. 

In 2007, B. Parikh and colleagues [24] for hiding predictive 

association rules (the rules that contain sensitive elements on 

the front are) two algorithms are presented. Both algorithms 

automatically hide this rules. To identify sensitive rules that 

should be hidden sensitive rules need data mining and manual 

selection process before they are hiding. The first algorithm, 

called ISL By increasing support of sensitive elements left 

rule, the rule will reduce reliability. The second algorithm 

called DSR by increasing support for the right set of rules, 

which reduces confidence in the rule. DSR algorithm is much 

more support for those who have sensitive elements, it is 

efficient. 

The output of the algorithm in order to eliminate the 

dependence of the critical elements and different database 

from the disadvantage is secure. 

In 2010, Modi, CN and colleagues [25] have introduced a 

clustering algorithm called DSRRC based on the common law 

right rules, the rules simultaneously as possible and with 

minimal changes to the database to hide.  

In this method, transactions are sorted in descending order of 

their sensitivity. The most sensitive transactions has decreased 

below the threshold level of confidence confidently rule, will 

be changed. To reduce the level of confidence in the rule, the 

rule will be reduced by the support element on the right. To 

reduce the amount of the support element of the right rule, the 

critical element in the transaction becomes zero. 
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In the year 2012, Dhyanendra Jain and colleagues [26] 

proposed an approach based on optimization techniques in 

which turbulent changes and no change of position sensitive 

items on the support items are concerned. Also, the size of the 

database will remain unchanged and will apply any increase 

and decrease transaction. The advantage of the algorithm 

proposed in this paper, the non-sensitive items, and the failure 

to support the database and hide the maximum number of 

rules in transaction databases with minimal changes to the. In 

this paper, two general common strategies to prevent misuse 

of data have been proposed. The data before data mining, and 

other publications, only a subset of the full data using a 

distributed database, is.  

In 2012, in another article Komal Shah and colleagues [27] 

algorithm corrects DSRRC and called it their ADSRRC. The 

article stated that the disadvantage of the algorithm is to 

choose the transaction DSRRC to change, depending on the 

transactions in the database. To overcome the disadvantage of 

starting-solution state that such transactions will be sorted in 

descending order of sensitivity and length. Moreover DSRRC 

algorithm after each change of a transaction, the transaction 

sorting operation based on their sensitivity, but allows this 

sort of algorithm operation transactions are carried out only 

once ADSRRC takes. These algorithms are also hiding 

sensitive rules; the number of rules is also more missing. In 

addition, this paper proposed a new algorithm called RRLR 

rules that are more elements in their own right cannot hide. In 

this algorithm to hide the sensitive rules are also supported 

and can be safely reduced. 

In 2013, Hai Quoc Le and colleagues [18] to hide the sensitive 

rules to manage the risk of exposing sensitive data to be 

shared when they began. this study of a new heuristic 

algorithm to hide the offers. This heuristic algorithm is based 

on three steps: 

 Determine the victims modify the item so that it can 

be taken to minimize the impact on frequent item 

sets.  

 Specify the minimum number of transactions that 

need to be modified, so as to reduce distortions in 

published databases.  

 Remove items from the transactions identified 

victims so that they maintain frequent item sets.  

In accordance with previous research, the limitations and 

drawbacks of the algorithms proposed by researchers there. 

For example, the algorithm presented by E. Dasseni and 

colleagues [20], because there is no limit to the overlap in the 

sensitive rules is introduced. In both algorithms, ISL and 

DSR, the database may be due to the removal of safety-

critical elements vary. Limitations of the algorithm DSRRC, 

this is only one element in their own right are rules that have 

to hide it. Selection of affiliated transactions (for a change) to 

arrange the transactions in the database, the disadvantage of 

this method is considered. ADSRRC algorithm, the number of 

missing rules too much. 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 
The proposed algorithm is a heuristic based method is 

skewed, thus eliminating a critical element of the selected 

victim transactions; sensitive patterns reduced the amount of 

support. Support removal process for reducing the amount of 

sensitive patterns are repeated until the amount of support 

transaction-sensitive patterns selected from the support 

threshold (MST) is minimal and hide sensitive patterns. The 

proposed algorithm, the algorithm is based on the amount of 

support. This approach is sensitive patterns must be specified 

by the user.  

In this algorithm, transaction-sensitive non-critical 

transactions have been isolated and studied their properties. 

Transactions are crucial for improving the selection of the 

most sensitive overlay pattern is. If two or more transactions, 

sensitive, have the same level of support, then choose the 

most appropriate balance between the frequency of 

transactions with a transaction-sensitive response elements in 

patterns and frequency insensitive patterns transaction will 

take place. Select the transaction with maximum overlap 

makes securing databases with minimal changes may be 

made.  

The proposed algorithm is discussed in the following 

concepts: 

•  Per Transaction: Number of elements in the 

transaction. 

•  The model: the number of elements in the template. 

•  Sensitive transaction: A transaction includes at 

least one pattern is critical. 

•  Transaction Overlap: there is a common element 

between the patterns of interaction are critical. The number of 

common response elements sensitive to patterns in most 

transactions, the amount of overlap in the transaction will be.  

•  Fs: Frequency sensitive elements in delicate 

patterns.  

•  Fns: Frequency sensitive elements in non-sensitive 

patterns. 

•  Balancing factor (a): a measure to create a balance 

between the values of Fs and Fns. 

•  Equilibrium abundance of elements: the value of 

this parameter is calculated using equation 1. 

•  Equilibrium frequency of transactions: Total 

balance frequency sensitive elements of the transaction. 

•  Victim element: the element being selected to 

secure database transactions is eliminated. 

To select an element in the transaction must be chosen victim-

sensitive patterns in the transaction is registered. The most 

common patterns are sensitive.  

Select the element with the highest frequency of sensitive 

patterns could decrease the amount of change to secure 

database transactions. Element in the transaction as victim 

element is chosen to be a member of sensitive patterns in the 

transactions and non-sensitization patterns have the lowest 

rate. Select the element with the lowest rate of non-sensitive 

patterns reduces the number of patterns in a secure database.  

So you must choose the best elements of the victim's most 

sensitive and least frequent patterns in non-sensitive patterns 

is balance. Using equation 4.1 we can create this balance.  

FB = (a * Fs) + ((1-a) * (Max (Fns) -Fns)) equation (1) 

Balance factor (a) is determined by the database 

administrator. This value is consistent with the purpose of 

sharing the database manager set. Interval is a value between 

0 and 1 is chosen. If a value smaller than 0.5 is considered, the 

number of missing rules to the amount of change in a secure 

database with a higher priority transaction is. 
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If a value greater than 0.5 is considered, reducing the 

transaction changes to the rules of priority is lost in a secure 

database with. The last element is selected as the victim has 

the highest FB. If several elements have equal amounts of FB 

element is part of the pattern length is more critical. 

Details of the algorithm are as follows:  

Input: set of transaction data D = {T1, T2,..., Ti,..., Tn}, the 

threshold level of support for the MST by the user specified 

patterns and sensitivity S = {si1, si2,..., sij,..., sin} this set is 

determined by the owner of the database.  

Output is a secure database so that the sensitive patterns 

derived from them will not be lost and the least number of 

non-critical patterns.  

 Step one: calculate the following values:  

•  Frequency sensitive elements sensitive patterns: the 

number of occurrences of each critical element of the sensitive 

patterns calculated in descending order.  

•  Frequency sensitive elements in non-sensitive 

patterns: the number of occurrences of each element in 

sensitive, non-sensitive patterns are calculated and arranged in 

ascending order.  

•  Transaction Sensitivity: Total length of critical 

patterns in a transaction.  

•  The Transaction Overlap: number of common 

response elements sensitive patterns in the transaction.  

•  List of sensitive patterns for each transaction: all 

sensitive patterns in the transaction.  

•  Number of delicate pattern matching: Number of 

delicate patterns in the transaction.  

•  largely overlapping sensitive transactions are 

calculated patterns. Overlaps between sensitive patterns, there 

is a critical element or elements in a pattern too sensitive to be 

shared in a transaction. 

 Step Two: Select the transaction 

•  Transaction Tb is the maximum amount of overlap 

in their selection. If two or more than two transactions are 

critical transactions, sensitive, had the highest amount of 

overlap, then: 

•  FB value for the transactions and non-sensitization 

patterns and calculated transaction that is highest is chosen. If 

the FB has more than one maximum length is less than the 

transaction is selected. 

 Step Three: Select the element of sacrifice 

•  FB for all critical elements of the transaction Tb is 

calculated in descending order. Element that FB has the 

highest value is selected as the victim. If FB is more than one 

element has a maximum value when the element is among the 

most sensitive pattern are selected. 

 Step Four: Remove the victim element 

•  Transaction Tb victim element is eliminated A 

single element of the support of all the models that have been 

deducted from the minor victim and quantities updated. If the 

support of the MST model is less sensitive to the delicate 

pattern of sensitive patterns be removed and the update 

frequency sensitive elements. 

 

 Second to fourth steps are repeated until the set is empty 

sensitive patterns. 

To better understand the delicate balance between the 

abundance of sensitive patterns and frequency sensitive 

elements in non-sensitive patterns, Example 1 is given. 

Example 1: A series of sensitive elements S = {a, b, c, d, e} is 

given. It is assumed that the frequency of the critical elements 

in the sensitive patterns (Fs) and frequency-sensitive elements 

in non-sensitive patterns (Fns) is shown in Table.1: 

Table.1: Frequency sensitive elements in sensitive 

patterns and patterns insensitive. 

 Fs Fns 

A 5 5 

B 4 2 

C 4 4 

D 2 5 

E 2 4 

 
FB values for different values of Balance factor 0.5, 0.25, and 

0.75, respectively, calculated using equation 1 as shown in 

Table.2. 

Table.2: Bf values are sensitive elements for different 

values of Balance factor 

 Fs Fns a= 0.5 a= 0.25 a= 0.75 

A 5 5 2. 5 1. 25 3. 75 

B 4 2 3. 5 3. 25 3. 75 

C 4 4 2. 5 1. 75 3. 25 

D 2 5 1 0.5 1. 5 

E 2 4 1 1. 25 1. 75 

 
For example, if the critical elements b and c, the elements are 

candidates to choose victim element coefficient value of 0.25 

were assumed to be a balance, an appropriate sacrifice to be 

selected as follows:  

For a =0.25 (reduction rules to reduce variations Missing 

Transaction priority):  

FBb = (0.25 × 4) + ((1-0.25) * (5-2)) = 3.25  

FBc = (0.25 × 4) + ((1-0.25) * (5-4)) = 1.75  

Since the value of the equilibrium factor of 0.25 is assumed, 

the critical elements listed candidates shall be selected 

element as an element of sacrifice that is primarily non-

sensitive patterns has the least impact on the patterns of 

missing reduced. Secondary to the reduction of transaction 

changes the result. According to the data in Table.2 and 

compared the amounts of FBc and FBb, b element that is 

much more FBb (FBb> FBc) as a sacrificial element is 

selected. As we have seen lots sensing element b in non-

sensitive patterns is less sensitive element c. By removing the 

critical elements that occur less frequently in non-sensitive 

patterns, the less impact there will be on non-critical patterns 

of missing data reduced the number of rules. 
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If the list of candidates for the sensitive elements S = {b, c, d} 

is the equilibrium coefficient of 0.75 was assumed to be a 

value, select an appropriate victim is chosen as follows: 

For a =0.75 (missing rules change mitigation to reduce 

transaction priority):  

FBd = (0.75 × 2) + ((1-0.75) * (5-5)) = 1.5  

FBc = (0.75 × 4) + ((1-0.75) * (5-4)) = 3.25  

FBb = (0.75 × 4) + ((1-0.75) * (5-2)) = 3.75  

According to calculations FBb> FBc> FBd b element as a 

result of the victim element is selected. According to Table.2, 

it is observed that the sensitive frequency sensing element 

patterns with frequency sensitive element b c d is equal to the 

frequency sensitive element (Fs b = Fs c> Fs d) and b element 

abundance patterns insensitive comparison of two elements: 

less is more (Fns c < Fns d < Fns b). 

The purpose of the database owner of balance factor of 

sharing can be adjusted. 

Transactions between changes and reduce the number of 

missing rules are maintained in secure databases. 

4. COMPARE PROPOSED METHOD 

WITH EXISTING METHODS 
In this chapter the results of experiments performed on a 

database Mushroom, Web View1, Web View2 and Chess on 

algorithms SIF-IDF, ADSRRC, SL-HS [29] and the proposed 

algorithm is shown. Runtime evaluation criteria, the number 

of frequent patterns of missing data, the number of dummy 

patterns and the total number of transactions are eliminated. 

The proposed algorithm and other algorithms have been 

implemented in C # on a PC with 512MB main memory and 

processor specifications Pentium (R) -Duel 7 operating 

system is running at a rate of two GHz. Data Mining frequent 

patterns to obtain the Weka data mining software is used. 

Then the frequent patterns extracted from the dataset for the 

Mushroom dataset, 3, 5, 7 Template for Chess Dataset 4, 6 

and 9 model for the Dataset Web View1, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 

View2 Web Template for data collection, 118, 234, 350, 446 

and 582 model as the selected tender. To calculate the number 

of frequent patterns generated from database FPGrowth 

algorithm is used. In these experiments, the algorithm 

proposed by SIF-IDF, ADSRRC and SL-HS compared to the 

number of missing rules, the number of spurious rules, 

runtime and number of deleted elements is examined. 

View the data sets used in the experiments is shown in 

Table.3. The number of frequent patterns extracted from the 

support threshold before immunization data set is shown in 

Table.4. 

Table.3 specification Database 

Database Numb

er of 

transactio
ns 

Num

ber of 

Element
s 

Maxim

um length 

transaction 

Averag

e length 

transaction 

Mushroom 8124 119 23 23 

Web-View1 59602 497 267 2 .5  

Web-View2 77512 3340 161 5 

Chess 3195 75 37 37 

 

 

 

 

Table.4: Number of frequent patterns extracted 

according to the specified MST 

Database Support 

threshold 

Number of 

frequent patterns 

Mushroom 40%  565 

Web-View1 0.2%  808 

Web-View2 0.2%  3683 

Chess 40%  413 

Criteria for the evaluation of the proposed algorithm: 
  Runtime  

  The number of frequent patterns of missing  

  The number of elements removed (rate of change in 

the database)  

  The number of bogus rules  

 

The results of the proposed algorithm. The efficiency of the 

proposed algorithm in terms of non-sensitive frequent patterns 

of missing and deleted from the total number of transactions 

in hiding sensitive frequent patterns are evaluated. 

Specifications the data sets used in these experiments are 

shown in Table.3. Algorithm in terms of efficiency with 

ADSRRC, SIF-IDF and SL-HS compared. Since the 

implementation of the proposed algorithm compared to the 

algorithm of SIF-IDF, SL-HS and ADSRRC improved by 

reducing the number of elements has been removed because it 

supports transactions and decrease the sensitivity of the model 

simultaneously, the algorithm can dramatically reduce finds.  

Fig.1, to improve the performance of the proposed algorithm 

over other algorithms for minimum support threshold is 40% 

for the database Mushroom show. 

 

Fig.1: Comparison of runtime support for a minimum 

of 40% for Mushroom 

In Fig.2 the proposed algorithm reduces the number of 

missing patterns than other algorithms for minimum support 

of 40% for the database Mushroom shown . 

Select the most sensitive transactions and reduce overlapping 

transactions and sensitive to changes in the balance between 

reducing transaction changes and the number of missing rules, 

missing rules of the proposed algorithm is reduced compared 

to other algorithms. 
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Fig.2: Comparison of patterns of missing a lot of 

support for a minimum of 40% for Mushroom 

The number of missing patterns in the proposed method 

compared to SL-HS, ADSRRC and SIF-IDF is less. The 

reason for this improved balance and considering the overlap 

coefficient is sensitive response elements in patterns . 

Fig.3 Comparison of the total number of transactions are 

eliminated in the proposed algorithm compared to other 

algorithms, for at least 40% support for database Mushroom, 

is shown. 

Because the selection of sensitive transactions, the maximum 

amount of overlap measure is placed on the removal of 

sacrificial element of the transaction, the amount of critical 

support multiple patterns simultaneously reduced . 

Thereby reducing transaction changes the database and reduce 

the number of missing rules will be followed. 

 

Fig.3: Comparison of the number of elements removed 

from the total transactions for a minimum support of 40% 

for Mushroom 

Fig.4 compares the number of bogus rules in the proposed 

algorithm over other algorithms for minimum support of 40% 

for the database Mushroom shown. 

 

Fig.4: Comparison of bogus rules for minimum support 

of 40% for Mushroom 

Fig.5 improves the performance of the proposed algorithm 

compared to other algorithms, for minimum support threshold 

is 40% for Chess DB-show displays. 

 

Fig.5: Comparison of runtime support for a minimum 

of 40% for Chess 

In Fig.6, the number of frequent patterns missing proposed 

algorithm compared to other algorithms for minimum support 

of 40% for Chess DB is shown. With regard to the criterion of 

overlap between sensitivity patterns in the transaction and the 

balance is right, the missing rules in the proposed method 

compared with other reduced algorithms. 

 

Fig.6: Comparison of patterns of missing a lot of 

support for a minimum of 40% for Chess 
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In Fig.7 the total number of transactions are eliminated in the 

proposed algorithm compared to other algorithms  for 

minimum support of 40% for Chess DB is shown. 

 

Fig.7: Comparison of the number of elements removed 

from the total transactions for a minimum support of 40% 

for Chess 

Fig.8 compares the number of bogus rules in the proposed 

algorithm compared to other algorithms for minimum support 

of 40% for Chess DB is shown. 

 

Fig.8: Comparison of bogus rules for minimum support 

of 40% for Chess 

In Fig.5, 9 improved since the implementation of the proposed 

algorithm compared to other algorithms for the minimum 

support of 0.2% for the database Web-view1 shown. 

 

Fig.9: Comparison of runtime support for at least 0.2% 

of Web-view1 

 

Fig.10 Comparison of the number of missing patterns than 

other algorithms for minimum support of 0.2% for the 

database Web-view1 shown. Missing rules in the proposed 

method compared with other reduced algorithms. 

 

Fig.10: Comparison of the number of frequent patterns 

Missing support for at least 0.2% of Web-view1 

Fig.11 Comparison of the total number of transactions are 

eliminated in the proposed algorithm compared to other 

algorithms for minimum support of 0.2% for the database 

Web-view1 shown. 

 

Fig.11: Comparison of the number of elements removed 

from the total transactions for a minimum support of 

0.2% for Web-view1 

Fig.12 compares the number of bogus rules proposed 

algorithm compared to other algorithms for minimum support 

of 0.2% for the database Web-view1 shown. 

 

Fig.12: Comparison of bogus rules for minimum 

support of 0.2% for Web-view1 
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In Fig.13 time improved performance of the proposed 

algorithm compared to other algorithms for minimum support 

of 0.2% for the database Web-view2 shown. 

 

Fig.13: Comparison of runtime support for at least 

0.2% of Web-view2 

In Fig.14 patterns of missing data in the proposed algorithm 

compared to other algorithms for minimum support Web-

view2 0.2% for the database is shown. Missing rules in the 

proposed method compared with other reduced algorithms. 

 

Fig.14: Comparison of the number of frequent patterns 

Missing support for at least 0.2% of Web-view2 

In Fig.15 the total number of transactions is eliminated in the 

proposed algorithm compared to other algorithms for 

minimum support of 0.2% for the database Web-view2 

shown. 

 

Fig.15: Comparison of the number of elements removed 

from the total transactions for a minimum support of 

0.2% for Web-view2 

In Fig.16 the number of rules in the proposed algorithm 

compared to other algorithms for minimum support of 0.2% 

for the database Web-view2 shown. 

Web-view2  

In Figures 17, 18, 19 and 20, lost a lot of patterns for different 

support thresholds are calculated and evaluated the proposed 

method over other methods. 

 

Fig.17: Comparison of the number of frequent patterns, 

lost to No. 7 abundantly sensitive model for Mushroom 

 

Fig.18: Comparison of the number of lost great patterns 

for 60 great pattern sensitive for Web-view1 

 

Fig.19: Comparison of the number of frequent patterns, 

for a total of 350 patterns is missing a lot of critical Web-

view2 
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Fig.20: Comparison of the number of frequent patterns, 

numerous pattern sensitive for Chess lost to No. 6 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
Results from experiments conducted on the performance of 

the proposed algorithm are compared to the performance of 

other algorithms ADSRRC, SIF-IDF and SL-HS is as follows:  

 reduce the number of frequent patterns missing 

proposed algorithm compared to other algorithms  

 reduce the execution time of the proposed algorithm 

compared to other algorithms  

 Reduction in the database changes in the proposed 

algorithm compared to other algorithms  

 Complete all hide sensitive patterns in the proposed 

algorithm.  

The results show that the proposed method over other 

methods in the database always has a better performance is a 

dense and non-dense. 

6. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE 

WORK 
(1) A detailed study of algorithms, artificial intelligence and 

artificial intelligence techniques for association rules hiding 

mostly aimed at minimizing the number of missing rules.  

(2) Add functionality to an algorithm that is able to calculate 

the level of confidence in the algorithms examined. 
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